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Introduction
The sweetest, freshest and warmest pieces of tail that your eyes have ever laid eyes upon are gearing up
and getting ready to show off their charming ways. Let them tease you because when you can't take it
anymore they are sure to please you!

Adult Review
Having the urge to get some Sweet Fresh Tails up to your place for fun and games but don't want to deal with checking IDs
of all the girls at your party? Let the Exclusive Porn Pass network to the paperwork for you and capture each of these
adorable teen lovelies for you on lifelike 1280x700 High-Def video!
  
  Sweet Fresh Tails is the teen niche site on the Exlusive Porn Pass network and it brings you all the young, nubile tease and
please girls that your cock has been craving! Along with this site, you get access to all of the other sites listed on the right
side of this review with your standard monthly membership.
  
  The entire network is brand new which means the archives are not as big as some older more established sites but with about
6 HD movies in the collection of each site they offer and a few updates every week across the network, this smut web ring is
filling up quickly.
  
  Each exclusive scene is available in streaming or downloadable versions of low, medium and high quality. The highest
quality downloads are 1280x720 resolution and run about 400MB per clip. That's more vibrant and clear than any HD-DvD
or high priced television available anywhere in the world currently. Take the tour and see for yourself just how sharp these
movies are.
  
  Each update also comes with its own set of high-res pictures that do a great job of showing you what the video includes.
Since the movies are larger files, having ultra-high-res images from each is important because it helps your dick make up its
mind when deciding which update to download next and which one to skip until next time.
  
  Yes, you can really get limited access for just $1.00 but that trial access doesn't give you any ability to go to the other
networked sites and it only lets you see the latest updated high-res video. That means you are basically paying $1.00 for one
movie. Even worse than that, the trial membership renews at $38.26 a month if you forget to cancel it in time. Honestly, like
anything else... you get what you pay for.
  
  The worst thing about the site itself is the interface. The members area has huge images within it that look great but make
navigating around more difficult than it needs to be. 
  
  Also, the movie files are named HD.wmv which means any serious collector will have to rename each file they decide to
download. Also pictures from the gallery open in a new window so you can't just click a back button to return to the gallery.
While each of these issues is minor but as the site grows they will make finding what you are looking for more work than it
needs to be.
  
  On the plus side, along with all the exclusive HD content the network also gives you 3,346 non-exclusive bonus scenes in
regular definition keep your hands busy. That's a heck of a bonus on a site that's already giving you so many Sweet Fresh
Tails to start off with!

Porn Summary
Eighteen and nineteen year old darlings are ready and waiting to show off their tight, smooth bellies and their charming
personalities at Sweet Fresh Tails. All they want is a bit of your attention and some room on your hard drive. These are not
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the kind of gals that are easy to say no to!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Sweet young sexpots on video so crisp it looks like you're watching them live outside your window!'
Quality: 99  Updates: 84 Exclusive: 90 Interface: 80
Support: 82 Unique: 85    Taste: 90        Final: 88

Porn Sites Included
Chicks Love Chicks (91) ,Sizzling Sirens (90) ,Two Hole Crammers (89) ,Meat Melons (89) ,Spicy Matures (87) ,HardnDirty
(87) ,Feet Pumpers (Preview) 

Porn Niches
Amateur, Exclusive, Hardcore, HD, Natural, Teen

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $29.74 Preview: 3 Days for $1.00 Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: HighSpeed

Only
Pictures: Up To 1000 Videos: -1
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